
 

    

Maya Gutierrez Castillo   Grade 4s          Tablet Holder  

Student wrote: Steps to doing the tablet holder: First, I had to get a cardboard box. We did have medium box. When I opened it 

up, I saw other cardboard pieces. Then, my mom and I had an idea we would make a tablet holder. We had to fold the box into a 

triangle. After, my mom hot glued the cardboard box together. I let it dry for a moment. Lastly, I painted it green and blue. I left 

it alone for about 6 minutes. And I also colored the earth.  

Teacher Reply: What a great idea a tablet holder!  Have you tried it out yet? I love the Earth Day design and color palette. Did 

you know that the triangle is the strongest shape to build with? There are many different kinds of triangle. Do you know which 

kind this is that you used? look that up and let me know what you find! 



 

   

Denis Guevara - Desk organizer 4P                                  Alejandro Turcios -Decorative Pencil holder 4P 

 

Desk organizers- Students in Zoom session assisted with Spanish translation. 

Teacher used google translate to send written replies. 

 



     

Maya Gutierrez Castillo 4S – Decorative translucent milk carton design for Earth Day. 

 Student wrote: Steps to repurposing the food container: First, I needed an empty milk jug. My dad and I 
had to draw some lines and curves around the jug. Then, my dad cut it out with a carving knife. After, we 
put it together and used a string also a bell. Lastly, we tied it up and colored it with some crayon color. 

Teacher reply: That must have been a hard material to wrangle, bend and make do what you wanted. I 
love that its translucent as opposed to opaque. Would you ever consider lighting it  up with a battery 
powered  light that might look awesome! What was the idea of the bell about?  



 

 

 

 
Christopher Colacho   Grade 4 V/G.  Upcycling remote learning 20’ 

 

Teacher Reply: Christopher, I love how you went into the yard and gathered real objects  from nature to incorporate into your landscape of a 

volcano , Who knew that your old party hat  you found in the basement would make a great base for your  conical shaped volcano .Even the 

fringe around the bottom of the party hat  lent itself to a lava type design.  



 

 
 

Alvin Romero   Grade 2W                                    Police car: Essential frontline worker vehicle 

  

Teacher reply: Alvin This is just wonderful. Great craftmanship. I love the attention to details on each side of the vehicle. Thank 

you for sending multiple pictures of your 3-dimensional work.  


